Kaltura Drexel Streams -- Adding Media to Bb Learn --
Student Instructions

Students can access Kaltura Drexel Streams at https://drexel.edu/it/streams

For how students can upload videos to Kaltura Drexel Streams at https://drexel.edu/it/help/a-z/kaltura/ OR https://drexel.edu/it/help/a-z/kaltura/tutorials/

For options on how to make videos, see Recording Video on a Computer and Adding It to Bb Learn. We recommend Kaltura Drexel Streams but Kaltura Capture is not our top recommendation for making recordings. See Recording Video on a Computer and Adding It to Bb Learn for our recommended screen recorder options.

For how students can make a links that can be but in assignments or discussion boards, see Kaltura Drexel Streams -- Sharing Kaltura Audio or Video with Non-Drexel Users.